Are your students familiar with the case method? Do they know how to get the most from cases? Are they sceptical or lacking confidence?

Our Student Sessions will introduce your students to the excitement and exhilaration of case learning, giving them key insights into the case method and a solid foundation on which to build during the rest of their course. We'll come to you! You choose the venue and date of your Student Session – we cover most locations worldwide.

Transforming the case method classroom

Learning with cases is a new and challenging experience for many learners. Our experienced case method tutors will ensure your students:
- understand how to approach a case
- know how to identify and analyse key issues
- participate confidently in class discussions
- write effectively about a case for an assignment or exam.

Internationally respected tutors

Our tutors are among the world’s most experienced case method instructors. We’ll work with you to create a bespoke Student Session that exactly meets your students’ needs and your budget. Find out more about our tutors: www.thecasecentre.org/tutors

Great value for money

As a not-for-profit organisation we offer great value for money, and your investment will be invaluable in terms of student satisfaction and learning outcomes.

More information

Please contact Kate Cook, our Training and Events Manager, who will be happy to answer any queries and provide a no-obligation quote:

- kate@thecasecentre.org
- +44 (0)1234 756409
- www.thecasecentre.org/studentsessions